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EDITORIAL
The main Delius event last year, the Bradford Delius Festival, is reported in these
pages. A BBC recording of one of the concerts, including Appalachia and Brigg
Fair, was broadcast on 17 November, and Malcom Binns repeated his recital
(which included almost all Delius's solo piano pieces) in a broadcast on 20
October. One concert that unfortunately does not seem to have been recorded for
broadcasting included the Violin Concerto for which the soloist Tasmin Little
received warm critical acclaim. Indeed, her performance of that work in Leeds in
December 1984 so impressed the conductor, Kurt Masur, that he has invited her
to play it next October in Leipzig with the Gewandhaus Orchestra for what
possibly will be the work's first Leipzig performance.
No advance information was received of the Deutsche Oper am Rhein
production of A Village Romeo and Juliet in October (18,22 & 26) and November
(4 & 14) in Dtisseldorf (reported elsewherein this issue), so it was not possibleto
alert members who might have journeyed to seeit. However, it is good news that
the EMI recording of this opera has been reissued on HMV's 'budget price'
Greensleeve label (8M290404-3 or -5, 2 LPs or cassettes).Barbirolli's recordings
of Brigg Fair and Appalachia, until recently also on Greensleeve, have now
reappeared on EMI's Eminence label (8MX412081-1 or -4, LP or cassette).
Expected from Chandos are new recordings of. Florida and North Country
Sketches, Vernon Handley conducting. Meanwhile Ralph Holmes' recording of
the complete works for violin and orchestra (no copy received for review), Dr
Fenby's The Song of the High Hills, and Beecham's two-cassette Delius anthology
have all received strong'Critic's Choice'citations in the December Gramophone.
The three BBC Delius opera sets (reviewed in Journal SZ) also received warm
recommendations from Rodney Milnes in the November issue of Opera. 'No
wonder Margot failed to win the Sonzogno competition for which it was written
in 1904- the music is far too good,' he commented. And on lrmelin:'the 3O-yearold composer's musical language was so individual and original that it would have
sounded like Stockhausento his contemporaries.'After AVillage Romeo 'which
we know can make a powerful dramatic effect when carefully staged', Rodney
Milnes concluded'I am convinced that lrmelin, lavishly designed in the full rosy
glow of Celtic Twilight, could be a knock-out'.
It is with sadnessthat we report two deaths last year: of Frank Pechin Law, an
expert on carillons and a long-standing member of the Delius Society
Philadelphia Branch at whose first AGM he gave a recital on the bells including
two transcriptions he had made of Delius a cappella works; and also of John
Boulton Smith, the author of 'Frederick Delius & Edvard Munch' (Triad Press,
1983).
We offer Dr Fenby our congratulations on being made a Fellow of the Royal
College of Music. The presentation was made on 3 December by Her Majesty the
Queen Mother, President of the RCM.
Finally, we draw members' attention to the proposed formation of a South
West/South Wales Branch of the Society (see Correspondence), and member
Lenny Keight has noticed our composer's anagrammatic elevation to the Times
Crossword Ptzzle on 22 October: Clerk I fired used to be lax as a Bradford notewriter (9,6).
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REDVERSLLEWELLYN AND SEADRIFT
In January 1975 the distinguished baritone Redvers Llewellyn made a return
visit as guest speaker to the Eastbourne Gramophone Society, talking once
again about his career in general but on this occasion with particular
reference ro Sea Drift. His widow Mrs Louise Redvers-Llewellyn has kindly
given permissionfor his talk to be printedhere, in slightly abbreviatedform.
Redv ers Llewellyn was born in I 901 in Glamorgan of musical p arents. H is
initial training in singing was in Cardiff. Later he studied in London with
Francis Toye, and in ltaly with Oscar Daniel. He joined the chorus of the
Carl Rosa Opera Company and enjoyed a truly meteoric rise to fame, being
given principal roles within three months. He went on to Sadler's Wells and
became especially celebrated as thefinest Rigoletto of his generation. He sang
at Covent Garden, in Brussels and in Paris until the interruption of war
during which he served as Flight Lieutenant in the RAF.
After the war he undertook a six months' tour of South Africa and did
much operatic and concert work at home, notobly with such conductors as
Sir Thomas Beecham and Stanford Robinson. He was married in 1945 and
rejoined Sadler's Wells. In later years he taught at the RCM and at
Aberystwyth University. He died in May 1975.
After all your generousremarks by way of introducing me, I must implore you not
to think I ever felt I was the greatest. In fact every performance I gave was to the
best of my ability, but I regarded it as all run-of-the-mill - just doing my job and it is only of recent years I have realised what a gift it was with which I was
blessed,and indeed returned thanks.
I now teach singing, but no-one can teach that something extra a singer must
have to make him or her a great artist. One either has this something or has not.
Oft-times it is a matter of split-secondtiming in voice and/or action, and the ability
to convey the necessaryvaried emotions.
Opera singing finds out sooner or later the weak points of a singer; which
explains why we are overrun by wobbling sopranos, contraltos whose lower
registershave no conceivableconnection with their higher notes, misty baritones
and piping tenors; why we hear arias the words of which are wrapped in
bottomless mystery, songswhich are delivered in the raw without any hint of light
and shade, songsof delight sung with undeviating solidarity, songsof tenderness
blared forth with self-consciousnonchalance,and, on the operatic stage,the most
trivial bits of recitative declaimed as though the day of judgment were being
heralded.
To the baritone falls the lot of expressingthe whole gamut of human emotions:
a fond brother, Valentine, in Faust, the gay Marcel in La Boheme, the bravura
toreador in Carmen, the thwarted Count di Luna in Il Travatore, the pitiful halfwit Tonio in Il Pagliacci, the irrepressible Barber of Seville, the faithful friend in
Don Carlos, the hypocritical and diabolical Iago in Othello, the spiritual Wolfram
in Tannhauser, the sadistic Scarpia in Tosca, the patriotic Amonasro, King of
Ethiopia in Aida, the amorous fat Falstaff and the jealous Ford in the sameopera,
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and the heart-broken father in Rigoletto - all these and other various emotions
he must be able to express (as in my own case) in about sixty different operas,
whilst the tenor is concerning himself almost exclusively (happily or unhappily)
with LOVE.
Ecclesiastes has it: to everything there is a Season and a Time to every Purpose
under Heaven. Time, with all its vagaries, played a great part in my life, in both
its successes and disappointments. I had the opportunity to make a meteoric
success in opera, and this was due, in part, to the time of the depression - the
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worst of times and the best of times - because as a beginner I was content to play
big roles for a mere pittance, happy to be learning my job, which apprenticeship
took me to the top of the profession, and which, ultimately, resulted in the most
poetical experience in my career, singing in the 1946 Delius Festival at the Royal
Albert Hall with Sir Thomas Beecham.
The time of war was a grievous interruption. Nevertheless it was a time when I
must have had a guardian angel directing my steps. Upon the closure of all
theatres at the outbreak of the Second World War, I was chosen as the first singer
to tour the factories in and around Birmingham, under the auspicesof the Pilgrim
Trust, to sing for the workers during their meal break, involving day and night
shifts. The choice fell on me because I had the reputation of being able to make
hardened criminals sing when I visited various prisons with Mrs Reginald
McKenna, an excellent accompanist and wife of a former Chancellor of the
Exchequer who encouraged this benevolent and humane work. They thought
perhaps the workers, too, would welcome me during their meal-time. Some did
- some didn't. From these initial concerts in the factories C.E.M.A. and
eventually the Arts Council emerged.
There is a story which still goes around in the profession that on one occasion
whilst I was singing, four men just in front of me were playing cards, and, as I took
my bow, they tell me I said, 'You should have trumped that, mate', which called
for an encore!
These activities were cut short by my joining the RAF when my guardian angel
must still have been around, for I was posted, with my wife, to South Africa where
a training scheme was being inaugurated. In my free time from official duties as
Adjutant of a station, I was able to put the South African National Opera
Company on the map. I have never known such enthusiastic co-operation in an
amateur group, eager to take full advantage of what a professional had to offer,
with the result that it became a professional company, and for my work in this
connection the High Commissioner in London after the war gave me and my wife
a celebration dinner as'Friends of South Africa'. A rather different regime then,
under Smuts and his first successor,than now.
During that period, apart from singing after office hours and during my leave,
there came an occasion when I was directed by my Air Vice-Marshal, at the
request of Field-Marshal Smuts, to proceed from Cape Town to headquarters at
Pretoria to be in a location to assist the Opera Company in their season in
Johannesburg, only 30 miles distant. One evening whilst driving my car from
Pretoria to Johannesburg on this assignment - I was in uniform - we picked up
three RAF boys wanting a lift. It immediately became apparent they were all
Sadler'sWells fans, and they chatted among themselvesall about the opera there,
speaking with great enthusiasm of this and that artist, including myself, but my
wife and I said nothing until we were nearing their destination when she turned
round and said, 'Would it interest you lads to know it is Redvers Llewellyn driving
you this evening?'There was a silence one could have cut with a knife until one
of them said, 'WelMt wouldn't surpriseme now if Smuts gave us a lift tomorrow!'
After the war I returned to South Africa at a time when a special permit was
required to get a seat on any aeroplane. My wife, never to be daunted, got one,
too, on a converted bomber. My opera and concert tour took us also to Rhodesia.
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In Bulawayo, following a visit to the Victoria Falls, on coming off the train and
whilst waiting for a plane to Johannesburg, the Secretary of the local music club
invited me to his home whilst my wife had a hair-do. He had a wonderful
collection of records and asked me to choose anything I would like to hear. I saw
he had Sea Drift by Delius, which work I had never heard, and I was simply
enchanted with it.
When I rejoined Louise I told her what I had been listening to and she
remarked, ‘Oh! I have a most peculiar feeling of events casting their shadow’something quite inexplicable until we returned to our London flat a week later,
after an absence of six months, and there, on the desk, was a batch of contracts
from my agents, the top one of which was to sing Sea Drift at the Albert Hall with
Sir Thomas Beecham, the contract having been sent the very day we were in
Bulawayo!
In fact I did nearly all the chief baritone roles in the Delius Festival of seven
concerts given in that season 1 and I am the proud possessor of a vocal score of A
Mass of Life inscribed by Sir Thomas ‘To my friend Redvers Llewellyn, admirable
artist and my chosen interpreter of Delius’.
But Time played a knavish trick later on when Sir Thomas had contracted to
record Sea Drift, A Mass of Life and other works I had done with him. But once
again I was back in South Africa and to our mutual disappointment I was unable
to make the records. Time, to Sir Thomas, was of course something invented for
his convenience, and the more successful and busy I was, the less able was I to be
free for his offered recording sessions which might involve weeks when I was fully
committed elsewhere. That was a disadvantage of having to earn a living ....

‘To my friend - Redvers Llewellyn with kindest wishes’
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SEA DRIFT
It is quite useless to attempt to discuss Delius in terms of technique, and it is no
reproach to him to say he is always himself. Form with Delius was a spiritual
quality that resided in the character of the ideas to be expressed, and was not at
all the result of mechanically applied procedure. In short, Delius's sense of form
was intuitive and poetic, not scholastic and deductive.
The inspiration in this unique work Sea Drift derives from Walt Whitman's
poem which was the outcome of his boyhood on Long Island, or, as he calls it by
the old Indian name of Paumanok. Here, at his family home of West Hills where
he spent his adolescence, he was within easy reach of the sea, the sights and the
sounds of which he described in the poem must have been familiar to him from his
earliest years.
In the narrative he describes himself as a 'curious boy' watching the two birds,
'never too close, never disturbing
them, cautiously peering, absorbing,
translating', and later he tells us 'I with bare feet, a child, the wind wafting my
hair, listen'd long and long, listen'd to keep, to sing, now translating the notes,
following you, my brother'. It is in its complete and single-minded absorption of
the poem that Delius achieves a unity as powerful as in any of his compositions.
The work opens quietly - note the surging undertones of the bass. Although
there is no description in the score, it may be taken as symbolising the lonely
seashore and the lapping waves, but it is also to be considered prospectively in
connection with the emotional undercurrents of the tragedy. This mood is broken
for a moment by a tender rising theme, and then, after a repetition, the chorus
enters.
The soloist'sentry at the words'And every day'is so perfectly timed as to seem
to grow out of the antecedent choral narrative. He now takes up the tale, the
chorus interjecting an echo of the phrase 'With bright eyes'.
In 'Shine! shine! shine! Pour down your warmth, great sun!' it is the birds'
ecstatic happiness, 'Singing all the time, minding no time, while we two keep
together'. The tragedy breaks on us suddenly: two abrupt chords, and then the
baritone's piteous recitative 'Maybe killed, unknown to her mate'.
He continues the narrative with the now desolate 'sound of the sea' and the
'solitary guest from Alabama'. The chorus enters immediately with
the vision of
the wind-swept shore, whilst the soloist at the same time takes up the song of the
lone singer, 'Wonderful, causing tears'. A long outpouring from the soloist,
'Yes,
beginning
my brother', is the most complex section of the work. The chorus
interjects the beginnings of the 'Soothe, soothe' passage, and the texture is
gradually enriched as the chorus enter one after another, culminating in a full
outburst from all the voices.
The unaccompanied chorus for the short section 'O rising stars' with the soloist
entering at the words 'Shake out carols' is perhaps one of the most magical
passagesin the whole work. It has a peculiar poignancy in that the sentiment is in
great contrast to that of the earlier invocation depicting the mated happinessof
the birds.
The soloist continues the lament of the bereaved one in 'Shake out carols,
solitary here, the night's carols'on to 'But soft! Sink low! Let me just murmur,
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'For
and dO you wait a moment, you husky nois'd sea', and to the words
somewhere I believe I heard my mate responding to me, so faint, I must be still,
be still to listen' a new and tragic theme is given out'
We hear intimations of the almost resigned call of the desolate bird, but it is
quickly overpowererJ by an outburst of grief of the solitary voice proclaiming itq
desolation.
The final solo is one of the miracles of sheer loveliness, reconciling all values
and obliterating all sentiments in terms of pure art which Delius knew so well how
'Oh past! Oh happy life! Oh songsof joy! Loved! Loved!
to achieve. It goes into
The surging of the bass of the opening reappears, and
Loved! Loved! Loved!'
'But my mate no more, no more with
the chorus echoes the heart-rending cry of
me, we two together no more'.
was undoubtedly the
The privilege of singing Sea Drift on 4 November L946'Daily
Telegraph' told
of
the
critic
then
The
career.
in
my
eiperience
most poetic
me he felt it was one of those unique occasions that, were exactly the same forces
gathered together again, the magic of that night could never be recaptured.2
If any of you ever visit Delius's grave in the churchyard at Limpsfield you may
perhaps yef see the daffodils which Louise and I planted there nearly 30 years ago.
i AiO u lot of Delius's works with many different conductors, but must confess I
never felt quite the same magic as that which Sir Thomas evoked.
OOOO'
On 16 May 1968, after seeing the BBCW programme'Tommy: an affectionate
portrait of Sir Thomas Beecham, Bt., C.H. 1879-196I' , Redvers Llewellyn wrote
to the writer and producer Herbert Chappell:
'Tommy' which only last
Many thanks for your interesting programme on
Sunday penetrated the fastnessesof Wales where I have been immured teaching
in the University for the past 12 years, otherwise I may have been prevailed upon
to add a few strokes to your portrait of our old friend who had no greater admirer'
I thought the only discordant note was struck , if I may be forgiven for saying so '
by the young baritone; apparently his experience was so very different from my
own whilst I was yet a beginner; during my first seasonwith the Carl Rosa, Sir
Thomas came up to Bradford to conduct Faust - and how the ballet music took
me back. I was playing Valentine - my first big role. In rehearsalhe galvanised
the orchestra into new and wonderful life, of course, and I shall never forget how
in the performance, during the trio, he just turned to the Valentine and bore me
joyously along. I was his devoted slave from that moment. I early learned what
could be got out of music and he set me standards I always endeavoured to
maintain.
How is it that the t946 Delius Festival, which made such a mark at the time,
seemsto have entered into oblivion although it was one of the highlights of that
dreadful post-war decade when opera especially was in the doldrums ? That I did
all the chief baritone roles in Sea Drift, Mass of Lik, Songs of Sunset, Village
Romeo and Juliet, etc., was Sir ThomaS'S choice, of course, and to a singer
concerned with the making of music it was a gift from heaven . . '
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As a final footnote to the foregoing article, Mrs Louise Redvers-Llewellyn has
written in a letter to the Editor:
Sir Thomas asked Redvers Llewellyn to do A Mass of Ltfe which was scheduled
for 11 December only after he had done,Sea Drift on 4 November. Although
Redvers Llewellyn was a good musician and quick to study, he blenched
somewhat at the thought of it and told Sir Thomas he could do it on one condition
only, and that was Sir Thomas coachedhim personally. Sir Thomas said, 'You can
have all the time you want,' and was asgood ashis word. During the study sessions
Sir Thomas said, 'Yes, I know, it seemsto go on and on about nothing at all, but
with the band it sounds grand!' And Redvers Llewellyn had the wonderfully
musical hnack of making the voice sound as part of the orchestra, as indeed is
demonstrated on the record of Sorgs of Sunset.3
The secret of the lost stanza in the Songs of Sunset goes like this: Sir Thomas
met Redvers Llewellyn one day in town and told him he had EMI all out upside
down to trace the complete recording, whereupon Redvers Llewellyn smiled, and
Sir Thomas said, 'You remember what happened ?' Redvers Llewellyn replied
that it was never finished; they had to break off before Sir Thomas had got it to
his complete satisfaction as someone had blurbed in the fated stanza . . .
Among some of the other performances of Sea Drift I remember a particularly
beautiful broadcast with Maurice Miles conducting from Leeds,I think it was. So
few other conductors really brought it off. I also remember Redvers Llewellyn
saying to Sir Thomas - it was at the Croydon opening concert of his new RPO 'You know,
'How's that, my boy ?' 'Since
Sir Thomas, you have ruined my life.'
I've been working with you, I find I go up and down the country making a living
but not making music.' Sir Thomas turned to me and said with a gleam in his eye,
'If he were an Englishman I wouldn't believe him. But as he his Welsh I will!' . . .
1.

2.

Sea Drift in the second concert, 4 November1'Songs of Sunset and AVillage
Romeo and Juliet (Act 111) in the fourth concert, 15 November; and
A Mass of Life in the final concert on 11 December.
'Once again
After the performance of A Mass of Life the same critic wrote:
Beecham's touch was magical. Of the soloists the baritone has the most
important and least ungrateful part. Mr Llewellyn's performance ranks
hinr amongst the best singers of the day' (Daily Telegraph 12.t2.46).The
Times critic wrote: 'A third [notable contribution to a fine performance]
was the singing of Mr Redvers Llewellyn, who took to the shape and sense
of Delius's melodic line by natural sympathy as well as musical skill'

(r2.r2.46).
3.

The incomplete recording of Songs of Sunset, with Redvers Llewellyn,
Nancy Evans, BBC Chorus and RPO conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham,
was made at Studio No 1, Abbey Road, on 30 November 1946,a fortnight
after the performance given by the same forces in the Delius Festival (and
before the final concert of the Festival). It was issued in'The Music of
'Ceasesmiling. Dear!'
Delius Vol2'SHB54 and lacksthe duet
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THE DELIUS FBSTIVAL 1946
Some backstage reflrctions
by Denham Ford
For an orchestra little more than a month old, the Delius Festival of 1946provided
a daunting prospect and, for myself as recently appointed orchestral manager, not
a few headaches. At that time we were still recovering from the effects of the war,
and some of the more exotic instruments called for by Delius, such as contrabassoonsand heckelphones, were hard to come by, as were players able to handle
them. It appeared at that time that there were no more than two contra-bassoons
in London and a mere handful of players accustomed to playing them, so it often
became a matter of hoping instruments and players were available on the same
night.
The first conceft, on October26th,not only opened the Festival but introduced
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra to central London and was also the first
concert of the hundred and thirty-fifth season of the Royal Philharmonic Society
- a notable triple first.
I recall there was a reception in the Albert Hall between rehearsal and
(afternoon) concert, attended by Sir Thomas and members of the RPO, as well as
officers of the Royal Philharmonic Society, although other details are lost in the
mist of memory. I do seem to remember Sir Thomas, ascending the stairs from the
foyer, spotting a poster advertising a concert to be conducted by Sir Malcolm
Sargent and exclaiming loudly, 'Ah, Flash Harry', the first time I had heard this
particular soubriquet.
As my duties were all backstage, I heard little of the actual performances
though usually in attendance at rehearsals. The two concerts which took place in
the Central Hall, Westminster, both proved to be marathon affairs for not only
were the programmes fairly long in themselves but the number of soloists,
conductors and other factors combined to prolong them even more. For example,
at the concert on November 18th, Sir Thomas opened with the Second Dance
Rhapsody. When the applause had died down, he left the stage to be replaced by
Richard Austin with soloists for the ldyll. Sir Thomas returned for the Songs of
Farewell to give way, yet again, to Richard Austin for Three Symphonic Poems.
After the interval, Sir Thomas conducted the songs with orchestra, with Elsie
Suddaby as soloist, Summer Night onthe River, A Songbefore SunriseandCynara
until, finally, Richard Austin reappeared with Paul Beard and Anthony Pini for
the Double Concerto. The two soloists, realising they were, to coin a music hall
phrase, 'last turn', had spent much of the evening putting their bowing arms to
good use elsewhere and arrived for their performance in (one might say full of)
good spirits.
At the concert on November 21st, Sir Thomas shared the rostrum not only with
Richard Austin but also with Arthur Davies who conducted the Luton Choral
Society in three unaccompanied choruses. The steady procession to and from the
wings of conductors and soloists, each appearing to and later acknowledging
applause, again ensured a lengthy evening in a hall not noted for the comfort of
its seats. Indeed, the idea of two evenings of the music of Delius, a confessed
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agnostic,.in a temple of Methodism appeared to strike no-one as incongruous.
Nevertheless, the Festival proved a great artistic successand a 'baptism of fire'
for the RPO which was to take part, with Beecham, the following year in festivals
of music by Mozart and Richard Strauss as well as playing for the BBC in the
Berlioz Requiem, Symphonie Funibre et Triomphale, and Les Troyens complete
- almost a Berlioz Festival !

1946at Z
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DELIUS

A MASS OF LIFE
Words selectedby Fritz Cassirerfrom Friedrich Nietzsche's
Also sprach Zararhustra"

STILES-ALLEN

MURIEL BRUNSKILL

FRANK TITTERTON

REDVERS LLEWELLYN

THE BBC CHORAI. SOCIETY
(Chorus Master : LEsLTE
wooocerr)

THE BBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
(Leader: PAUL
sreno)
Conductor:

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, Banr.
7'herc uill

bc an Interuqi bctu,ecn Ptrts One nnd Tuo

[The closing concert of the 1946 Delius Festival. Owing to indisposition Frank
Titterton was replaced at short notice by Francis RussellJ
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A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET
in Diisseldorf
by Felix Aprahamian
Of the five staged productions of Delius's A Village Romeo and Juliet that I have
seen over the course of half a century, unquestionably the most memorable,
indeed the one that has proved utterly unforgettable, was the first. It was given in
cramped stage conditions by students at the Royal College of Music in June 1934
under Sir Thomas Beecham, and I was present at all three performances. At the
time, I already knew the opera from the vocal score and its orchestral sound from
The Walk to the Paradise Garden, so that it was not just the first impact of the
music that has coloured my memories. In retrospect I can adduce several other
reasonswhy the experiencewas so overwhelming. Less than a year earlier, Delius
himself had told me, at Grez-sur-Loing, that he would travel to London again if
A Village Romeo and Juliet were to be staged. He died on June 10; the College
performances were on27th,28th and 29th of that same month. So, admittedly, I
was already emotionally receptive to what was to be revealed, but there were less
subjective reasons for my response to what I now number among my greatest
musical memories.l
At fifty-five, Sir Thomas Beecham, the unparalleled Delius interpreter, was at
the height of his powers. Orchestrally, if not vocally, it happened to be a vintage
year at the College. Looking down the list of players, I now see that Ralph
Nicholson was the Leader. The violins included John Kuchmy, and the violas,
Wrayburn Glasspool, both still playing with the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
The cellos, led by James Whitehead, included Willem de Mont and Bernard
Richards. John Hopkinson was one of the flutes, the first oboe was Evelyn
Rothwell, Stephen Waters played first clarinet, and Bernard Walton and Richard
Temple-Savagewere two of his colleagues.First bassoon: J. Casteldini, contrabassoon: Anthony Baines, first horn: John Denison (Yes! British Council, Arts
Council, Royal Festival Hall and Royal Philharmonic Society John Denison),
with Frank Probyn, his teacher and mentor of the whole generation of hornplayers, playing fourth. Michael Mudie was the timpanist. So vintage year is
hardly an exaggeration. Hidden among the tenors of the chorus was the tall Peter
Pears. His solo moment came on the second night, when he was promoted to sing
The Poor Horn-Player, one of the Vagabonds. (Perhaps he still remembers
singing his 'HalHa!s' and 'Vagabonds are we!' the night Frederick Sharp sangthe
Dark Fiddler.) John Gordon produced, and the veteran Hermann Grunebaum
and the youthful Constant Lambert prepared the music before the advent of Sir
Thomas. Stanley Bate, Alan Melville and Michael Mudie were among their
assistants.These all became familiar names in London music in the years ahead.
Sir Thomas was extremely well served, and Sir Hugh Allen had good causeto be
proud of the team the College had mustered for the distinguished guest
conductor.
The staging was as well served as the music. It observed the composer's
stipulated requirements: fields, furrows, wild land, cottage-fireside, dream
wedding, fair, and a magically atmospheric final scene.And all done on a College
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shoe-string. There have been sympathetically handled productions of A Village
Romeo and Juliet in England since then, but all, in one respect or another, visual
more often than musical, have fallen short of 1934's.
The spectacle probably nearest to Delius's own conception was the Zurich
production of 1980, and for good reasons. The German-Swiss not only respected
the composer's scenic desiderata, but, welcoming the opera as the musical
realisation of a short story by their own Gottfried Keller, near enough a native of
Zurich, sought to provide as authentic a setting as possible. With Sir Charles
Mackerras proving himself as committed to the cause of Delius as to that of
Handel or Janacek,the spectaclewas matched by a moving account of the score.
The Zurich production of A Village Romeo and Juliet was followed by one at
Darmstadt, which I was unable to see, but that one, I am tcld, took liberties with
the musical sequence.2When, however, nrmours of a Diisseldorf production
were followed by a request that I should write a piece on Delius's operas for the
printed programme, it seemedtime to take stock of the situation: were the Delius
operas about to take off again in his family's country of origin? After all, Koanga
was the first staged at Elberfeld (1904), A Village Romeo and Juliet in Berlin
(1907), Fennimore and Gerda in Frankfurt (1919). These were the third, fourth
and last of the six Delius wrote. (For the record, the fifth, Margot-la-Rouge,
Delius's one-act competition submission,waited until St. Louis stagedit, in 1983.
Thanks to Sir Thomas Beecham, Irmelin first saw the stage lights at Oxford, in
1953. The second, The Magic Fountain, is still unstaged.) The fact remains that
three of Delius's six operas were first produced in Germany. Indeed, ariy English
composer who, in the two decadesbetween 1890and 1910,spent time composing
six operas in the hope of seeing them produced in his native land must have been
singularly optimistic or a fool; and Delius was no fool. He must always have had
his eye on the continental opera houses. It would have needed second sight in
those days to envisageapost-Peter Grimes Britain in which comparable operatic
facilities would exist.
So, this October (1985),with thesethoughts milling in my mind, fifty yearsafter
seeing my first Village Romeo, I was happy to see it reach the stage of the
Deutsche-Oper-am-Rhein in Diisseldorf. Except for the fair scene, the sets by
Ruodi Barth, like those of the Opera North production, were sparse,inducing a
sense of wide open spaces in the first scene, more like prairies than the Swiss
colour and cosinessof the Zurich sets. This effect was heightened when the offstage voices of the rival farmers sounded as if coming from a neighbouring canton.
Even when they became visible, Manz (Anthony Baldwin) and Marti (E.Lee
Davis) were positioned on the stage to sound almost impersonally quiet in that
first scene,in which, unusually, the grown-up Sali and Vreli also played their prepubertal roles. Later, Zurich's Vreli (Ursula Reinhardt-Kiss) and a hefty Sali
(Zachos Terzakis) sang as rapturously as they should, even if Vreli's blond wig for
one brief instant created an irreverent illusion that the love duetting was between
Mrs. Thatcher and Mr. Robert Maxwell. Their singing was, nevertheless,superb.
Delius's vocal line was equally well servedby The Dark Fiddler (Wicus Slabbert).
The staging of the dream-wedding, with Sali and Vreli silhouetted in the
foreground was sensitivebut. unlike the music, very austere.On the other hand,
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the fair scene, although economically staged was one of the best I have seen. It
was, however, a night rather than an early evening fair. And so, after its electric
illuminations, it was impossible to follow Delius’s stage instructions. Ever a
composer of times as well as seasons, Delius must have had a clear idea of the time
sequence of the final scenes of the opera. Waking from their dream, the young
couple rush out into the sunshine for their one carefree day together. They should
arrive at the fair before it is fully illuminated, so that they can reach the Paradise
Inn in ‘soft summer twilight’. Moonlight should enhance the final scene when the
distant singing of the Boatmen is heard. At Düsseldorf, after the night fair, all was
cold and blue-grey, in total contrast to the warmth of the music.
And it was precisely in the music that there was warmth at Diisseldorf. The
opera was conducted by Christian Thielemann, a prodigiously musical twenty-six
year old protégé of Karajan’s. Of his feeling for Delius’s music, there could be no
doubt: there was rapture in the orchestral sound as well as the singing, even if
intimacy was missing from the spectacle. In this sense, A Village Romeo and Juliet
struck me once again as an opera custom-built for Glyndebourne. One day,
probably after another twenty German productions, Delius’s operatic
masterpiece may eventually reach the Sussex Downs.
1. See Journal 63, April 1979, pp 21-4
2. Both the Zurich and Darmstadt productions were reviewed in Journal 72, July 1981, pp 6-16

-----

The Delius birthplace, No 6 Claremont, Bradford

[photo Brian Radford]
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SOMEIMPRESSIONSOF THE
BRADFORDFESTIVAL
by Brian Radford
It was a matter of personal regret that for business reasons I was unable to be in
Bradford for the whole week of the Delius Festival held from 2fth to 26th May
last, for the programme offered was so varied as to suit Delians with the most
selectivetastes.
My own visits began on Wednesday 22nd at a lunch-time concert given by
Tasmin Little, a talented and vivacious 20-year-oldviolinist, who played Delius's
Sonata No 3 accompanied by Vanessa Latarche. In the same recital were works
by three European contemporaries: Bartok, Kodalf, and Ravel whose Tzigane
called for Miss Little to display her virtuosity to the full.
The evening concert, in a magnificently redecorated St George's Hall (looking,
I imagine, every bit as resplendent as when first opened in 1853at a cost, including
the organ, of f35,000), was given by the Airedale Symphony Orchestra conducted
by John Anderson and included The Walk to the Paradise Garden and Delius's
Piano Concerto with Ian Flint, as soloist, showing a real feeling for the work. The
evening had commenced with Eric Fenby's delightful comic overture Rossini on
Ilkla Moor and closed with Sibelius's Second Symphony, played at a rather too
leisurely pace.
My next visit was at lunch-time on Friday for the recital given in the Library
Theatre by Hannah Roberts (cello) and Simon Nicholls, and consisiting of
Delius's Romance of 1896 and Cello Sonata of 1916 separated by Grieg's Cello
Sonata. This was a thoroughly inspired and enjoyable recital. The evening's
concert in St. George's Hall was in the hands of the ebullient Norman Del Mar
and consisted of a magical performance of Brigg Fair,Elgar's EnigmaVariations,
and Delius's Appalachia in which the orchestral tone-colour evoked for me
thoughts of Delius's time in Florida.
Next morning Malcolm Walker's lecture on 'Delius and the Gramophone'took
us through the archives of recorded sound under various conductors up to the
present day's pure but perhaps clinical sound of the compact disc, and proved
perhaps that personal taste is at times a more important factor than absolute
musical accuracy in a performance.
So great was the demand for Saturday's film showings that there was a'black
market' in tickets for Andrew Boyle's two Norwegian television programmes 'Paa
Vidderne' and 'From the High Solitudes', the latter a biography of Delius in
which Andrew himself played the composer. I understand that all characterswere
played by amateurs - except that of the prostitute in the Parisian bar! Andrew
Boyle is to be congratulated on his enterprise in both productions.
Norman Del Mar and the RLPO also gave the Saturday evening concert which
featured Delius's Eventyr and Violin Concerto in which the soloist was Tasmin
Little who gave a surprisingly mature and lyrical reading, with a clarity of tone and
sureness of touch which both satisfied and delighted. The second half of the
concert was taken up with Holst's The Planets.
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Sunday morning was occupied by a coach tour for members and friends,
commencing in the former mill quarter of Bradford. The coach passed by the
former warehouse of Delius ’s father, Julius, now belonging to Ellis and Everard
Chemicals, and then travelled in brilliant sunshine across the Yorkshire moors to
Haworth where the party of thirty or so visited the village and made a tour of the
parsonage of the Brontes, now a museum administered by the Bronte Society.
Most of the original rooms nave now been restored to something approaching
their appearance in the early part of the 19th century when the Brontes were living
there, and an extension now houses a museum display and sales shop. On the
return journey the party visited the birthplace of Delius at No 6 Claremont, where
a group photograph was taken in front of the house now complete with its new
bronze oval commemorative plaque. A memorial wreath had been laid below the
plaque which was unveiled by Major Norman Millar of the Delius Trust at a
ceremony on the previous Friday morning, attended by local council officials and
dignitaries and representatives of the Delius Trust and the Delius Society. It was
perhaps unfortunate that the new owners of the house should only have felt able
to allow so very few to see inside it after the ceremony.
On the Sunday afternoon, whilst other members caught up with further
showings of the Delius films, a small group of us made our way to Myrtle Park in
nearby Bingley to listen to an open-air concert from the bandstand given by the
Queensbury Band under guest conductor Brian Broadbent. The programme
included two movements from a new Delius Suite for brass band commissioned

The Delius birthplace plaque

[photo Brian Radford]
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A group from the coach tour on Sunday 26 May at the Delius birthplace [photo
Brian Radford]
from Graham Walker. The full suite will, when completed, comprise
arrangements of La Calinda, Marche-Caprice, Sleigh Ride, and the Serenade
from ‘Hassan’. Despite intermittent light showers, the audience, scattered
around the park on grassy banks, stayed in their place to hear the remaining items
which included works by Holst, Sullivan, Satie, Senaille, Puccini, Lerner and
Loewe, Lennon and McCartney, Handel and Gounod - an interesting
admixture indeed.
The final concert in St. George ’s Hall was given that evening by the Northern
Sinfonia conducted by the seemingly ageless George Malcolm who displayed a
tight but sensitive control throughout. The concert began with Britten ’s
Variations on a theme of Frank Bridge, followed by two Delius items, the
Intermezzo from Fennimore and Gerda and A Song before Sunrise, both of which
displayed the Sinfonia’s exquisite ensemble sound to the full. After the interval
we heard two further Delius items, the First Cuckoo and Summer Night on the
River, Warlock ’s Capriol Suite, and finally Tippett ’s Fantasia Concertante on a
theme of Corelli.
Our thanks for this most successful festival must go to David Patmore, Music
Officer of the City of Bradford Metropolitan Council; the Delius Festival
Committee which included Society members Diane Eastwood and Derek Bell;
and the promoters, the Recreation Division of the Economic Development Unit
of Bradford Metropolitan Council. It proved a memorable week for those
members of the Society who were able to be present.
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HAMILTON HARTY. A LIFE OF MUSIC
A talk given by Brian Radford to the Midlands Branch on 76 March
and subrequently given in London at the BMIC on 23 October

1985

Apart from major conductors such as Beecham, Toscanini and others of a similar
calibre whose reputations are perpetuated largely through re-issues of
gramophone records, there are many conductors who, though famous in their
lifetimes, become little more than names as time passes. Hamilton Harty has
tended to fall into this category, being largely remembered as a champion of
Berlioz. It was therefore illuminating to hear from Brian Radford who presented
a detailed study of Harty's life, referring to his compositions, his pianistic ability
and his conducting.
Apart from promoting the music of Berlioz, Harty assisted a number of
contemporary composers such as Elgar, Delius, Walton and Constant Lambert.
With regard to Delius he accompanied Beatrice Harrison in the first performance
of his cello sonata in October 1918and continued to perform Delius's works from
time to time. In February 1932 Jelka Delius wrote to Harty:'Delius looked just like that so rapt and happy during the memorable
performance of the Mass of Life, from time to time remarking on some
special beauty of the rendering. We both enjoyed it immensely, as well as
the beautiful performance of "Life's Dance" last night. Those are the
glorious moments that lift us over many drab times'.
With regard to Constant Lambert, Brian played an excerpt from a fine
recording of the Rio Grande with Harty playing the virtuoso piano part. In
another letter from Delius to Harty, Delius said'I like Constant Lambert's "Rio
Grande". I think he is the most gifted of the young lot. He has got something to
say'.
William Walton composedhis first symphony specificallyfor Harty, and during
the course of composition wrote:
'I must say, I think it almost hopelessfor anyone to produce anything in any
of the arts in these days. It is practically impossible to get away from the
general feeling of hopelessness and chaos which exists everywhere,
however one may try - so you mustn't think I'm an exception, & one
capable of encompassingall difficulties - producing a masterpiece. But
I'm trying my best'.
It is interesting to reflect that despite Walton's modesty he was in fact producing
a masterpiece.
Harty's compositions have in recent years been almost totally overlooked until
the seriesof recordings by the Ulster Orchestra under Bryden Thomson. This has
given the public an opportunity to hear several delightful works such as the lrish
Symphony, the Violin Concerto and the Children of Lir, excerpts of which (with
other works) were played during the talk. In addition to musical excerpts, Brian
showed slides of Harty, his wife and various friends and associatesand also
produced a display of music and scores, the whole of which enabled members to
obtain a very full view of Harty's life and stature.
R.B.K.
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DELIUS AND BRAHMS
A talk given by Dr Roland Gibson to the Midlands Branch on 20 April 1985,
also previously given in London at the BMIC on 21 March 1985.
Whether it was a whim or challenge that prompted Dr Roland Gibson's
provocative title 'Delius & Brahms' for his recent paper was not made clear. It
was, though, at Derek Cox's original suggestionthat he formed the idea for his
presentation, and as one would expect, those ideas provided considerable food
for thought, especially for those who like their composers neatly classified and
compartmentalised.
At pains initially to disclaim any intention of making direct musical
comparisons between them, Dr Gibson underlined his interest in the two
composers' place in the wider context of the emancipation of music, during the
latter half of the nineteenth century and beyond, from the confines of strictly
classicalform and language. His opening sentenceshinted at a broad view to be
taken of the musical development of the era and promised an examination of the
matrix of that development, in which Brahms and Delius were but individuals
among many. However, Dr Gibson quickly began to focus on the two composers
themselves, exploring in some detail the ways in which they tackled development
within their own compositions. He gave a breakdown of the components of the
thematic material in the first movement of Brahms' Second Symphony and later
went on to discuss the 'organic progression' of the Brigg Fair vaiations, with
particular reference to the ninth and tenth.
Perhaps fundamental to the talk was an examination of the innovations in
composition achieved by Wagner and Brahms, preceding Delius. Dr Gibson
'Brahms
the Progressive', which points out some of
referred to Schonberg's essay
the original features in the songs and chamber works, and stressesBrahms'
'Thematic
rhythmic flexibility; also Rudolf Reti's
Progressin Music', this work
emphasising the manipulations of time and rhythm in Brahms, and his
asymmetric contrapuntalism. But whereas Brahms' modernity was esoteric,
hidden in the subtle dynamic and temporal changeswhich could so alter his basic
thematic figures, Wagner's daring harmonic extravagance,multiple key changes,
and leitmotif constructions were plainly to be seen and heard. Certainly it was
from Wagner that Delius would have been more likely to derive ideas, though
there were no doubt many other harmonic influences in his creative inspiration,
An interesting contrast of the ways by which Delius and Brahms achieved
nostalgiceffectsin their music afforded an opportunity to listen to part of Brahms'
Third Symphony, (Allegretto), and the opening bars of On hearing the first
Cuckoo. Despite some quixotic tape-deck performance, we also heard excerpts
from Paris, In a Summer Garden, and North Country Sketches.On the piano, Dr
Gibson used a fragment of Grieg's Ballade as an example of advanced
chromaticism falling short of outright dissonance,but then followed on with a
brief discussion of Schonberg's theory of emancipating dissonances, the
remotenessof overtones from the fundamental note in the harmonic series.
It was here that Dr Gibson's gallant attempt to bracket two dissimilar
exponents seemed to falter a little. Granted Delius's use of chromatic harmonic
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blocks combined with 'motivic' short melodic figures is the basis of his creation of
authentic atmosphere and emotion, its relevance to Brahms' quite different
'organic' development in form
and dynamics appears questionable. Although
quite wide musical parameters were included in this talk, there was, for me, at
times an inconsequential element in the comparisons being made. The musical
influences acting on any composer must be inextricably complex, and Brahms and
Delius were, as Dr Gibson suggested, proceeding along different paths in the
same general direction. But their inspiration was, naturally, more than just
musical. The whole of Europe was exploding with artistic innovation and
experimentation. There was social and political change and a greater mobility of
ordinary people, whose horizon was expanding accordingly. Brahms was born in
1833, Delius in 1862: that gap of a generation in a period of accelerating change
makes it difficult to relate their output in any except the most general terms. The
imprecise terminology of musicological analysis also clouds the tenuous threads
of connection - was this the point ?
Without doubt the range of Dr Gibson's dissertation provided a variety of
topics for subsequent discussion. Conversation continued very much on the
subject as all enjoyed the admirable buffet and wine laid on by our hosts Brian and
Joan Dunn. Thanks were duly accorded to them and Dr Gibson for a most
stimulating evening.
E.E.R.

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Tony Noakes, Stanmore, Middlesex.
I greatly enjoyed Roland Gibson's talk, Brahms being the most surprising yet in
the 'Delius and . . .' series. A coupling that might repay research by one of the
scholars in the Society is Chausson, whose lyrical late-romantic music - standing
between Franck and Debussy - has some parallels with Delius, notably in his
Poime for violin and orchestra, and the Chanson perpetuelle. These works of his
all-too-brief maturity were written in Paris in the 1890s. Did he and Delius ever
meet ? Did Delius ever hear Chausson'smusic ? I have never heard of any such
connection, and wonder if any other member has. (Coincidentally, they both died
on 10 June, Chausson in a sadly improbable cycling accident 35 years before
Delius.)
From: E.J.C. West (Hon. Sec. The Kilvert Society), Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire.
ln 1967 I had arranged to go to the performance of Gerontius at the Hereford
Three Choirs Festival, but was admitted to the hospital in that city some three
weeks before. I was well on the way to recovery, mentioned the performance to
the very sympathetic ward sister, with the result that I could attend if friends
picked me up and returned me. The next morning an elderly gentleman in the
ward called me acrossand told me that as a Cathedral choirboy he had sung in two
Hereford Festivals. I asked eagerly about Elgar. To my surprise the gentleman
said that his abiding memory of composers and conductors was of Delius. He
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proceeded to tell me that his great friend among the choirboys was the proprietor
of 'The Queen's Arms' in Broad Street, Hereford. Opposite the pub is 'The
Green Dragon', the largest and the most selectof Hereford hotels. Delius put up
'The
at
Queen's Arms' and made a fuss of the two boys, asking them to take him
on their favourite walks - this happened twice, when, I imagine, there were
orchestral concerts. The old gentleman could still remember Delius's
condemnation of the 'smart set' in the hotel opposite, his strong socialist views,
his silences bidding the boys listen to the sounds of nature, his travels, and his fine
upstanding handsome figure. Delius spent the eveningsin the bar of 'The Queen's
Arms'which is still a working man's pub, though very old and with a certain
appeal - talking to the locals.
The old gentleman's name was Heins, and a firm of that name ran for many
years a music shop in the same street as 'The Queen's Arms'. I have asked a
younger member of the family (though distantly connected) about Mr Heins, but
in vain. I recall that Mr Heins died soon after. When I met him, Mr Heins must
have been in his late seventies - but such was the impact of two walks with the
composer that it remained there for some sixty years. He even remembered
where he and his friend took Delius - along the banks of the Wye to Breinton
Woods, and to Dinedor Camp.
[The year in question would almost certainly be 1909.Delius conducted the first
performance of Dance Rhapsody No I on 8 September in the Shire Hall,
Hereford, as part of that year's Three Choirs Festival - Ed.]
From: Alice Jones and Richard Packer, Bristol, Avon.
Through the kind co-operation of Ron Bleach, Secretary of the South West
Branch of the Elgar Society, we hope to have a joint meeting of the Elgar and
Delius Societieson L9 April 1986at the Octagon, Bristol Polytechnic, at 7.30 p.m.
We would very much like to start a South West / South Wales Branch based at
Bristol, and propose to hold monthly meetings on Saturdays at the Octagon. Any
members who are interested would be welcome to contact us: either Alice Jones
at 16 The Hornbeams, Marlborough Drive, Frenchay, Bristol BS16 lPW (tel.
Bristol (0272) 569237) or Richard Packer (Bristol 56632I).

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London
Wednesday 19 February at 7 p.m
'The Delius Papers - a new
Delius Society meeting:
appraisal'by Rachel Lowe.
Danville Delius Centennial Festival.
Friday 28 February to Sunday 2March
The Danville Festival, commemorating Delius's nine-month stay in the city, will
include a lecture by Dr Lionel Carley, the unveiling of an historical marker with
a talk by Dr William Randel, and performancesby the Richmond Symphony and
Southside Virginia Singersof Appalachia and the Piano Concerto.
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Thursday6 Marchto Saturday
8 March
6 March:
7 March:

8March:

Jacksonville Delius Festival

Composers'luncheon at JacksonvilleUniversity
3 p.m. Delius Composition Contest Concert
11 a.m. Friday Musicale Concert, including Delius's String
Quartet and Violin Sonata No 3
8 p.m. Orchestral Concert given by Jacksonville
Community Orchestra, conductor William McNeiland,
to include Delius's Seven Danish Songs, Dance Rhapsody
No 1, and other smaller works, together with works by
Grainger, Grieg and Warlock
12 noon Luncheon at Florida Yacht Club, followed by
'The Fenby Lecture'.
Speakerto be announced.

Pennsylvania,USA
Sunday 16 March at 3 p.m.
Delius Society, Philadelphia Branch, Gala. St Patrick's Day Benefit at 2I2l St
George's Road, Ardmore, Pennsylvania 19003.

Saturday22March at 7.30p.m.

St Luke'sWestNorwood.London

The Lambeth Orchestra, conductor Christopher Fifield, present a programme of
English music, including Delius's First Cuckoo andWalk to the Paradise Garden
and works by Elgar, Gordon Jacob, Britten and Vaughan Williams (Symphony
No 5). f2 all seatsunreserved (f1 children, students, OAPs).
Monday 7th April at7 p.m.
BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London.
George
Delius Society meeting: 'The quintessential English composer Butterworth (1885 - 1916)'presented by Michael Dawney.

Saturday19April at 7.30p.m.

The Octagon,Bristol Polytechnic

Inaugural meeting of South West Branch of the Delius Society, in associationwith
'Delius
South West Branch of the Elgar Society. Guest speaker Stephen Lloyd:
lost performing traditions?'
and Elgar
Sunday4 May at 3 p.m.
Delius Society, Philadelphia Branch, Annual General Meeting and Dinner.
Details to be announced.
Saturday 28 June
Delius Society Annual General Meeting, to be followed by Dinner at the
Bloomsbury Crest Hotel. Full details will be given in the next issueof the Journal.
Further details of Society events from Programme Secretary Derek Cox, 128
Queen Alexandra Mansions,Judd Street,London WCIH 9DQ. Tel:01-8374545
or (day-time)01-6778l4l ext.49.

